Reading importance and types

• Language is the basis of communication
between man and life in all its meanings ,
whether in contact with himself or in his
communication with others and occupies the
Arabic language is of particular importance in
the life of each individual is the repository of
culture and the expression tool through which
expresses his feelings as a mirror that reflects
the lives of their social and cultural

• beliefs traditions , values , arts and education
Dr. hatem Bassayt's lecture focused on the
cultural week that was held on the occasion of
the mother language Day on the reading and
its importance and its impact on the mind . he
considered reading to be one of the skills of
the Arabic language in addition to the skills of
listening , speaking and writing . reading
expands the circle of learners' experience and
develops their intellectual abilities .

• the world around us , which opens the
windows of light and science and guides us to
ways that develop our intellectual and cultural
consciousness and explained the light of the
concept of reading , saying that it is a series of
specific skills based on the understanding of
the relationship between symbols almkto or of
the written and the spoken

• sounds and perhaps the broader definition is the
one who deals with various aspects of the
reading process so look at is as an emotional
mentality based on known symbols visually and
acoustically membership process adding that the
development of the concept of reading is due to
several factors , including global and local political
changes and comprehensive social development
and individual motivation , which aims to raise
the citizen for citizen for himself a complete
education of mental ,
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• voice to their significance and understanding of
the process of a vehicle and a gradual break
down level according to the level of pupils and
their progress in reading the third component of
the reading is reading criticism, where critical
reading is an advanced level of reading because it
depends on the analysis of meanings and diving
in the hidden from the issuance of judgments on
them while the fourth component is the taste of
reading , which represents the psychological and
emotional side of

• the reading process is linked to the aesthetic
awareness of the reader reading emotional
emotional knowledge process the link between
the reader and the readable text and the last
component of the reading components requires
the reading of the problem in solving problems .
this component represents the functional aspect
of the reading process because it relates to the
life of the reader and may encounter situations
and problems in which he uses his gains of
reading in dealing with

• these situations In his talk about the importance
of reading , he mentioned that it is the key to
science and learning. It provides us with diversity
in subjects. I activates memory and opens the
doors of knowledge tobenefit from the
experiences of our predecessors. Continuous
reading contains three important tasks:
observation, exploration and self search for
knowledge. With other language skills and their
relationship to the processes of teaching

